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ABSTRACT
Optical coherence tomography is often used for detection of glaucoma as well as to monitor progression. 
This paper reviews the most common types of artifacts on the optical coherence tomography report that 
may be confused with glaucomatous damage. We mainly focus on anatomy-related artifacts in which 
the retinal layer segmentation and thickness measurements are correct. In such cases, the probability 
maps (also known as deviation maps) show abnormal (red and yellow) regions, which may mislead the 
clinician to assume disease is present. This is due to the anatomic variability of the individual, and the 
normative database must be taken into account.

RESUMO
A tomografia de coerência óptica é frequentemente usada para detectar glaucoma, bem como para 
monitorar a progressão. Este artigo analisa os tipos mais comuns de artefatos no relatório de tomografia 
de coerência óptica que podem ser confundidos com danos glaucomatosos. Nós nos concentramos 
principalmente nos artefatos relacionados à anatomia em que a segmentação da camada da retina e as 
medidas de espessura estão corretas. Nesses casos, os mapas de probabilidade (também conhecidos 
como mapas de desvio) mostram regiões anormais (vermelho e amarelo), o que pode induzir o clínico 
em erro ao supor que a doença está presente. Isto se deve à variabilidade anatômica do indivíduo, e o 
banco de dados normativo deve ser levado em conta.
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INTRODUCTION
Glaucoma clinicians use optical coherence tomography 
(OCT) as an important ancillary tool for the detection of 
glaucoma as well as monitoring its progression. Although 
the structural component of glaucoma damage, from a 
historical standpoint, has been evaluated predominantly 
with disc photographs and/or slit-lamp examination, these 
methods have poor reproducibility and poor inter-observer 
agreement.(1-5) The advantage of OCT lies in the high-resolu-
tion and reproducible information provided about the reti-
nal nerve fiber (RNFL) and ganglion cell layers (GCL), which 
are the most relevant for glaucoma evaluation.(6-11) In addi-
tion, the test is fast, requires minimal cooperation from the 
patient, and results in little to no discomfort to the patient, 
which enables repeat testing as needed.

As with all diagnostic tests, the OCT reports can be mis-
interpreted due to the presence of artifacts.(12-14) In the case 
of summary metrics affected by artifacts, it is possible to 
avoid this confusion by simply ignoring them and review-
ing thickness and probability/deviation maps provided in 
OCT reports. However, there are several types of artifacts 
that can affect these maps and result in changes which re-
semble structural damage due to glaucoma. Therefore, it is 
important for clinicians to become familiar with the various 
sources of artifacts and be able to recognize and differentiate 
them from actual signs of structural damage. 

Here, we review the most common types of artifacts 
that may be confused with glaucomatous damage. In the 
interest of brevity, we largely ignore technical factors such 
as poor scan quality and errors in segmentation. Instead, 
we mainly focus on anatomy-related artifacts in which 
the retinal layer segmentation and thickness measure-
ments are correct; however, due to its anatomic variabil-
ity, which must be compared to the normative database, 
the probability maps (also known as deviation maps) 
can show abnormal (red and yellow) regions. They may 
lead the clinician to assume that the disease is present. 
Moreover, we do not discuss other retinal or neuro-oph-
thalmological conditions that can mimic or confuse the 
assessment of glaucomatous structural damage.

GLAUCOMA-LIKE ARTIFACTS DUE 
TO VARIATION IN THE ANATOMY OF 
RETINAL NERVE FIBER BUNDLES
An anatomical model for understanding 
artifacts due to variation in 
retinal nerve fiber bundles
To identify glaucomatous optic neuropathy (GON), 
we need to distinguish artifacts from those findings 

characteristic of glaucomatous damage seen on the prob-
ability map. An arcuate-shaped RNFL defect is considered 
a hallmark of glaucomatous damage.(12) However, in some 
cases, normal variation in the location of the major nerve 
fiber bundles can create a pattern on the RNFL probabil-
ity map that resembles an arcuate defect.(13,15,16) We have 
recently described a simple anatomical model to help 
understand the basis for artifacts due to misalignment 
of RNFL bundles.(14) Our simple model is based upon the 
average RNFL thickness map of healthy eyes. This map is 
shown in field view in figure 1A, oriented in the same way 
as the RNFL probability maps in the lower panels of figure 
1. The black arrows indicate the average location of the 
major superior and inferior arcuate bundles. The black 
contour indicates the boundary of the thickest part of 
these arcuate bundles which was arbitrarily defined as the 
border between blue and green, an iso-thickness contour 
for RNFL thickness of 75μm. Note that the RNFL probabil-
ity maps are produced by comparing local regions of an 
individual’s RNFL thickness map to the normative RNFL 
thickness map. The probability maps show the results of 
this point-by-point comparison (with age adjustment), 
and the statistically significant deviation from the nor-
mative measurements are color coded as indicated below.

The black contour helps to understand the cause of 
arcuate-like artifacts. The probability maps indicate the 
statistical probability of the RNFL thickness for each loca-
tion that is being decreased by a continuous color scale. 
In this scale, dark green is 10% and dark red, 0.1% (red 
and yellow indicate significantly thinner areas at 1% and 
5%, respectively). If an eye had an average thickness at 
every location and had bundles that aligned with the av-
erage location of the healthy population, then the map 
would be all green. However, when the measured RNFL 
bundles do not align within this contour, the map is likely 
to produce an artifact on the probability map, despite hav-
ing normal RNFL thickness. Three common causes for 
such misalignment are illustrated in figure 1: variation in 
RNFL bundle location (Figure 1B), displacement of optic 
disc center (Figure 1C) and cyclo-rotation due to head-tilt 
(Figure 1D). 

Because of this contour shape, these artifacts tend to 
have an arcuate-like shape, which can be mistaken for 
glaucomatous damage. However, as illustrated in figures 
1B to 1D, these arcuate-like artifacts will fall largely with-
in the black contour derived from the average RNFL. We 
say “largely” because the black borders are arbitrary and 
could be extended slightly in order to encompass thinner 
regions of the average RNFL thickness. On the other hand, 
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Figure 1. Proposed anatomical model. Simulated examples of arcuate-like artifacts due to misalignment of the average norma-
tive data with the measured retinal nerve fiber thickness. (A) Average thickness from normative data with proper alignment. (B) 
Simulation of nasal shift of superior retinal nerve fiber bundle. (C) Simulation of temporal shift of the disc center. (D) Simulation 
of cyclorotation (head tilt).

most glaucomatous arcuate-like defects are extended be-
yond the contour and may even cross the vertical midline 
of the probability map.(14) In Hood et al., we proposed that 
a healthy eye with an RNFL bundle of relatively normal 
thickness, but with an aberrant location of this bundle, 
will show an arcuate-like artifact on the RNFL probabili-
ty map that falls within the black contour, as opposed to 
glaucomatous defects which usually extend outside of 
the contour.(14)

A detailed explanation of these three types of mis-
alignments with case examples is described in the follow-
ing sections.

Retinal nerve fiber bundle/ blood 
vessel position (classic false positive)
The RNFL probability maps are produced by comparing 
the thickness map of the patient with that of an “average” 
derived from the normative database. In some eyes, there 
is a variation in the location of the major nerve fiber bun-
dles – which tend to align with the major temporal blood 
vessels during eye development.(17-19) This variation caus-
es misalignment with the normative data and can create 
a pattern on the RNFL probability map that resembles an 
arcuate defect as illustrated in figure 1B.(13,15) The location 
of the artifact will be dependent upon whether the indi-
vidual’s bundles are more temporal or more nasal relative 
to average of the normative database and the extent of the 
artifact will depend on the distance between the patient’s 
bundles and the normative database. For example, consid-
er the OCT reports of a 23-year-old subject in figure 2. The 
right eye was scanned with two OCT devices on the same 
day: the Triton’s Swept Source (SS) OCT (Topcon, Inc) and 
Heidelberg Spectralis spectral-domain (SD; Heidelberg 
Engineering, GmBH). In the Topcon report (Figure 2A), the 

RNFL probability map shows regions in both the superior 
and inferior hemifield that resemble an arcuate defect. 
Notice, however, the close proximity between the peaks of 
RNFL thickness on the cpRNFL plot (black arrows). They 
correspond to the narrow angle between the superior and 
inferior RNFL bundles on the RNFL thickness map as well 
as thickest regions in the RNFL thickness plot (black ar-
rows) as found in the Topcon report.

In a recent publication, La Bruna et al. found that the 
prevalence of such arcuate-like artifacts in healthy eyes 
in a normative dataset was about 5%.(16) In order to dif-
ferentiate these artifacts from actual RNFL defects, they 
proposed the “vertical mid-line rule,” according to which 
an artifact arcuate-like defect would not be extended be-
yond the vertical mid-line of the retinal posterior pole 
(i.e. through the fovea). The rule was based on the known 
anatomical pattern of glaucomatous damage that follows 
an arcuate course of the damaged axons and is extend-
ed beyond the vertical midline. In comparison, arcuate 
artifacts that appear due to anatomical displacement of 
the major temporal vessels; the associated bundles of the 
RNFL in healthy eyes would respect the boundaries of the 
normal thick arcuate region.(14-15)

Consider the example in figure 2 again. Both the in-
ferior and superior arcuate-like defects fall within the 
black outline and do not cross the midline (Figure 2A, see 
vertical dashed red line on the probability map), suggest-
ing that these are most likely artifacts due to anatomical 
variation of the blood vessel position and subsequent 
RNFL bundles. As mentioned above, this is confirmed by 
normal and thick appearing RNFL on the RNFL thickness 
map showing close proximity between the two RNFL bun-
dles, as well as the lack of confirmation of damage on the 
GCL maps.
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Figure 2. Arcuate-shaped retinal nerve fiber defects due to anatomic variation on major bundle location. (A) Topcon Hood report 
from a 23-year-old healthy subject scanned with the Triton Swept Source optical coherence tomography device. The retinal nerve 
fiber probability map shows significantly thinner arcuate-shaped areas in both the inferior and superior hemifields, resembling 
retinal nerve fiber defects (red arrows). However, a carefull look at the retinal nerve fiber thickness map shows a relatively thick yet 
temporally displaced retinal nerve fiber (black arrows). The black borders on both of these maps indicate an iso-thickness (75µm) 
border of the average thickest retinal nerve fiber around the disc. As predicted by a simple model, these arcaute-like defects in 
healthy eyes fall within this black border. This simple model also predicts that there should be a thicker than normal region. This 
can be seen to be the case in the report in B which shows significantly thicker regions. (B) Heidelberg Hood report from the same 
patient scanned with the Spectralis spectral-domain optical coherence tomography device on the same day. The probability 
maps here also show areas of significant thickening (blue-purple). Notice that in the inferior hemifield there is a “super-thick” area 
adjacent to the arcuate-shaped artifact. Both are due to the anatomical variation of major blood vessels and retinal nerve fiber 
bundles. This Hood report is avialable only for research purposes in some countries (e.g., the United States).

Several studies have shown a higher prevalence of 
temporal shift of the RNFL bundles with increasing myo-
pia and nasal shift in hyperopia.(17,20-34) This temporal shift 
results in an “increase” of the temporal RNFL at the ex-
pense of the superior/inferior regions. When compared 
to the normative database, the “reduction” in superior/
inferior RNFL thickness results in an arcuate-like artifact, 
as in figure 2. These artifacts stay within the black bor-
der of the region of normative RNFL and do not cross the 
midline. Also notice that the Heidelberg report highlights 
“significantly-thicker” regions on the probability map 
(blue-purple areas). Such an area can be seen adjacent to 
the area of the inferior arcuate-like defect in figure 2B (top 
panel), further supporting the assumption that the arcu-
ate defect is due to an artifact. 

The exact cause of the temporal shift of the RNFL bun-
dles in myopia in not completely understood. One theory 
suggests that it results from temporal dragging of the ret-
ina during development or due to tilted discs, which are 
more common in myopic eyes.25–27,30 Interestingly, there is 

also a considerable variation in the location of the major 
temporal blood vessels as well as weaker correlation be-
tween the location of the superior and inferior vessels in 
myopic eyes.(20) Similar to the shift in RNFL bundles, there 
is also a larger temporal shift of the retinal vessels in myo-
pic eyes, with a strong correlation between the peak of the 
RNFL thickness and position of the retinal arteries.(33) This 
finding is in part due to the contribution of the vessels 
themselves to the RNFL thickness measurements. Hood 
et al. estimated that 13% of the measured RNFL thickness 
is due to the blood vessels within the RNFL.(17) In addition, 
there is a direct connection between the RNFL and blood 
vessel distribution.

It should be noted that in contrast to the RNFL, the GCL 
layer is thought to be less affected by such anatomic varia-
tion and therefore may be more useful for evaluating eyes 
with large deviations in the pattern of RNFL bundles.(35) 
Zemborain et al. showed that OCT can be used in most cases 
with high myopia, usually by looking at the circumpapillary 
b-scan itself combined with the GCL map.(36)
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Centering 
Because the OCT measurements of each eye are com-
pared to the average layer thickness obtained from the 
normative database, proper alignment of the scan is criti-
cal. A misalignment of the disc center will result in a com-
parison between the measured thickness to an unrelated 
normative data-point. It is also important to note that 
these misalignments directly affect summary metrics by 
averaging the wrong regions.

The most common types of centering artifacts result 
from improper centering of the disc as illustrated in figure 
1C. Note that changing the location of the disc center does 
not affect the scan itself, but rather, the reference point 

based on which the comparison to the normative data is 
made. Several studies evaluated the effect of disc-center 
displacement on the cpRNFL measurements.(37-41)

Figure 3 shows an example of the artifacts due to cen-
tering. All three reports were produced from the same 
scan, each with different disc centering. Notice how tem-
poral displacement of the disc center (Figure 3B) creates 
both inferior and superior arcuate-shaped abnormali-
ties on the RNFL probability map. In addition, the nasal 
average thickness on the cpRNFL pie-chart increases to 
above-average-thickness at the expense of the tempo-
ral regions (especially at the 7,11 clock hours), which are 
reduced below the 1% percentile. A nasal displacement 

Figure 3. Deviation in disc centering. In order to simulate the effect of improper disc-centering on the probability map, the same 
scan was used to generate three different reports. In each of the three reports, the black outline indicates the location of the 
disc-center on the retinal nerve fiber maps (thickness and probability) defined for analysis and comparison with normative data. 
(A) Proper disc centering. (B) Temporal displacement of disc center resulting in both arcuate-shaped artifacts as well as temporal 
defects on the retinal nerve fiber probability map. Notice how the major retinal nerve fiber bundle peaks (orange arrows) move 
farther apart on the cpRNFL plot (red arrows) and how the average thickness on the pie-charts changes. (C) Nasal displacement 
of disc center resulting in a minor arcuate-shaped artifact in the inferior hemifield as well as some artifacts on the nasal half of 
the disc. Notice how the major retinal nerve fiber bundle peaks (orange arrows) move closer to each other on the cpRNFL plot 
(red arrows).
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(Figure 3C) by a similar extent creates a more subtle ar-
tifact on the RNFL probability map. Notice how in both 
cases of displacement, most of the artifact falls within 
the black border, similar to the arcuate-like artifacts that 
result from variation in bundle position (discussed in the 
previous section). The displacement is also evident in the 
cpRNFL thickness plot where the two highest peaks on the 
RNFL are much closer in the plot after nasal displacement 
and farther apart after temporal displacement, compared 
to their distance in the report with proper centering. Note 
that in all three reports, the thickness map of the RNFL 
remains the same and shows a normal thickness pattern 
which is consistent with the probability map with correct 
centering of the disc (Figure 3A).

In general, vertical displacement of the disc center 
affects mostly the superior and inferior sectors of the 
cpRNFL thickness, and horizontal displacement primar-
ily affects the nasal and temporal sectors; that is, increas-
ing the average thickness in the sector that is in the same 
direction as the shift at the expense of the opposite sector. 
Nasal displacement also has a more significant effect on 
global thickness.(41)

Gabriele et al. found that horizontal shifts also af-
fected the distance between the two peaks of the cpRNFL 
thickness plot, which was greater with nasal displace-
ment and smaller with temporal displacement.(38) These 
types of misalignments should be detected during scan 
acquisition by the technician, and then the centering 
should be corrected manually or the scan repeated. In any 
case, these shifts usually can be identified on the OCT re-
port by looking at the thickness map, which will show a 
deviation of the scan area. 

Rotational misalignment due to fovea-
to-disc angle and cyclotorsion
Even when the disc-center is properly aligned, there can 
still be misalignment due to rotation of the scan, as illus-
trated in figure 1D. For example, consider the two OCT 
reports shown in figure 4, from a 26-year-old healthy indi-
vidual. The first report (Figure 4A) shows a normal RNFL 
thickness without any significant areas of abnormal thin-
ning on the probability map. On the subsequent scan, 
taken less than 2 months after the initial scan, an arcu-
ate-shaped defect appears on the superior hemifield, sug-
gesting progression. However, the RNFL thickness seems 
to be nearly identical in both scans. A careful comparison 
shows that the scan on the second visit is slightly rotated 
counterclockwise. This explains the observed changes on 
the RNFL probability map. Also notice that the cpRNFL 

thickness remains very similar on both scans, with only a 
slight shift to the right (yellow arrow).

The most significant cause for rotation misalignment 
is due to eye cyclotorsion, from either head tilt or stra-
bismus. A head tilt results in fast transient torsional eye 
movement during scan acquisition.(42-44) Although this is 
followed by an immediate compensatory movement of 
the eye towards the initial baseline position, the physio-
logic relative torsion compensation ranges only between 
13% and 22%.(44) Therefore, it is not always sufficient to 
correct the eye movements induced by the head tilt. This 
can be particularly significant among patients with stra-
bismus, especially those suffering from conditions that 
involve the oblique muscles (e.g., superior oblique palsy, 
skew deviation).

Due to the nature of the shift, the thickness measure-
ments move depending on the direction of the head and 
eye: a tilt to the right results with incyclotorsion of the 
right eye and excyclotorsion of the left eye. Hwang et al. 
showed that head tilt induced counterclockwise ~8-de-
gree rotation of the optic disc on average among healthy 
controls scanned with the Cirrus HD OCT (Carl Zeiss, Inc). 
This change significantly affected both RNFL and macu-
lar sector thickness metrics.(45)

Another common cause of rotation misalignment 
comes from anatomic variability among individuals in 
the position of the center of the fovea relative to the disc 
commonly expressed by the fovea-to-disc angle. As pre-
viously shown, there is considerable variability among 
individuals in this angle. For example, in the Beijing Eye 
Study 2011, a population-based cross-sectional study in-
cluding 3,468 individuals, the mean disc-fovea angle was 
7.76±3.63° (median: 7.65°; range: -6.3° to 28.9°).(46) The 
mean inter-eye difference was 4.01±2.94° (median: 3.49°; 
range: 0.00–22.3°). Hood et al. also reported that the aver-
age angle of vertical displacement of the center of the disc 
was 6.3° above the center of the fovea but can range from 
-1.95° below the center of the fovea to 13.96° above.(47) The 
horizontal distance between the center of the fovea and 
the disc has a narrower range, from 11.79 to 16.93°, with an 
average of 14.8°. However, these measurements were also 
affected by possible head torsion.

Both cyclorotation and fovea-to-disc angles can con-
tribute to incorrect comparisons to the machine nor-
mative database and affect both summary metrics and 
probability maps. This is also important in terms of re-
peatability of the RNFL and GCL measurements as the 
torsion can vary between scans and visits, which the cli-
nician might wrongly attribute to progression, as in the 
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Figure 4. Artifacts due to uncorrected cyclotorsion/ head tilt. (A) Report of a healthy 26-year-old individual showing a normal 
retinal nerve fiber thickness map. (B) In a subsequent visit, an arcuate-shaped retinal nerve fiber defect appears in the superior 
hemifield (red arrow) suggesting progression (note also the red in the 7th clock-hour pie chart corresponding to the same loca-
tion). However, a more careful examination reveals that the retinal nerve fiber thickness did not change except for some count-
er-clockwise rotation, which resulted in an increase of the fovea-to-disc angle (white lines). Notice also that the cpRNFL thickness 
line remained the same, but the thickness map appears to have shifted slightly to the right (horizontal yellow arrow). This was 
most likely due to head-tilt and cyclotorsion, which resulted in the observed artifact.  Moreover, most of the artifact falls within 
the black outline as predicted by the anatomical model.(14)

example in figure 4. However, some OCT devices auto-
matically correct for such misalignment issues. For ex-
ample, the Spectralis (Heidelberg Engineering, GmbH) 
automatically tilts the scanning angle to match the fovea-
to-disc angle, measured during the baseline scan, in an 
attempt to minimize the effect of the anatomic variation 
among individuals. The effect of the fovea-to-disc angle 
is relatively small due to the fact that this technique forc-
es the scan angle to be constant throughout all scan ses-
sions. In spite of this, it is also effective in minimizing the 
effect of possible cyclotorsion due to head tilt. Ismail et 
al. compared the effect of head tilt in healthy individuals 
on two SD-OCT devices: the Cirrus (Carl Zeiss, Inc.) and 

the Spectralis (Heidelberg Engineering, GmbH).(48) At that 
time, only the Spectralis had a fovea-to-disc alignment 
technology aimed to overcome errors originating from 
changes in head/eye position or anatomical variations. 
The study showed that while head tilt significantly affect-
ed the cpRNFL thickness measurements on the Cirrus, the 
effect on the Spectralis was minimal and insignificant.

The artifacts produced by this type of misalignment 
can resemble glaucomatous arcuate-shaped defects on 
the RNFL probability map as illustrated in figure 1D and 
in the case example of figure 4. Considering that both 
the inferior and superior RNFL bundles transpose as a re-
sult of the head tilt, an area with thinner RNFL would be 
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compared to the thickest portion of the RNFL on the nor-
mative data. As a result, the major RNFL bundles might be 
considered significantly below average, depending on the 
overall RNFL thickness in that region with the potential 
to create a superior and/or inferior arcuate-like patterns 
depending on the direction of the rotation. For example, 
in figure 4 an incyclorotation (counterclockwise, curved 
yellow arrow in figure 4B) resulted in a superior arcuate.

Artifacts due to rotation will fall mostly within the 
black contour and respect the midline rule as described 
above for artifacts due to aberrant location of the RNFL 
bundle, or displacement of the disc-center. These artifacts 
should be suspected when the peaks on the cpRNFL plot do 
not correspond to the peaks of the normative database.

ADDITIONAL ARTIFACTS DUE TO 
ANATOMIC VARIATIONS
Variation in foveal anatomy
Although in the past it was generally believed that central 
field damage from glaucoma occurred only in the later 
stages of the disease process, various studies have shown 
that central damage (corresponding to the macula) can 
occur in early stages of the disease.(47) However, anatom-
ical variation of the macular region (defined here within 
±8° from fixation) between individuals can also produce 
artifacts. Consider for example the OCT scan from a 
healthy 67-year-old individual shown in figure 5A. Note 
that the cpRNFL looks thick and healthy without any ar-
eas of significant thinning highlighted on the RNFL prob-
ability map or cpRNFL plot. However, the GCL probability 
map shows a ring-shaped area of thinning located within 
the central 5 degrees (red arrow). Also note that this “de-
fect” is quite uniform and that there are no clear signs of 
focal damage on the GCL thickness map. Visual field tests 
(both 24-2 and 10-2 conducted on the same day as the 
scan) confirm that there is no functional damage. This is 
an example of a ring artifact due to anatomical variation 
in healthy eyes, as described by De Moraes et al.(49)

An abnormal probability GCL map should be scruti-
nized and correlated with the RNFL maps, clinical exam, 
and functional tests. The slope and depth of the foveal 
depression, as well as the overall GCL thickness, show in-
ter-individual variation that can result in circular or partial 
circular abnormal regions on the GCL probability maps. 

It is important to ensure that the fovea was correctly 
identified and centered by the OCT analysis; otherwise, 
artifactual thickening and thinning of the retina will be 
displayed as abnormal (red arrow, Figure 5B). Even with 
correct centering, artifacts such as that shown in figure 

Figure 5. Example of a circum-foveal artifact. (A) Circum-fo-
veal artifact: “abnormal” regions (<1%, red) largely within the 
central ±4° (white dashed circle) in both hemi-retinas. Both 
24-2 and 10-2 visual field test performed on the same day as 
the scan verify that there is no functional abnormality scan. (B) 
Example of central foveal dot-artifact (red arrow) in an other-
wise normal.

5A can occur. However, true atrophy of the GCL + inner 
plexiform layer (IPL) may also cause perifoveal thinning 
and enlargement of the foveal depression. This may hin-
der differentiation of focal pathological thinning in the 
perifoveal inner retina compared to normal variation in 
thickness in this location.

In general, it is important to always check for consis-
tency with the rest of the report. A GCL abnormality that 
matches an anatomically corresponding RNFL arcuate 
defect is less likely to be due to anatomical artifacts than 
one in which there is agreement. In addition, it is strongly 
recommend to evaluate individual b-scans of the macula, 
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Figure 6. Artifacts due to an incorrect date of birth. Heidelberg optical coherence tomography report of a healthy 73 year old 
patient. (A) The report with the proper date of birth showing a normal apearing retinal nerve fiber and ganglion cell layers without 
any significantly thin areas on the probability maps. (B) The same scan but the report produced with the wrong date of birth, mak-
ing the patient “younger” by 51 years (22 instead of 73). Notice the temporal retinal nerve fiber “defects” (red arrows) become 
thicker and more obvious with a more significant change on the ganglion cell layers probability map. The cpRNFL pie chart also 
becomes yellow and red in the temporal half.

especially when artifacts are suspected, to rule out reti-
nal abnormalities, as well as to help distinguish between 
glaucoma versus other optic neuropathies.(15,47) 

Incorrect input of patient age
The probability maps on the OCT report depend upon 
a comparison to an age-adjusted normative data to ac-
count for the changes in RNFL thickness that occur with 
normal aging. Consequently, if the date of birth is incor-
rectly entered, this can create artifacts, including exag-
gerating the degree of the actual damage. For example, 
consider the GCL probability map in Figure 6 taken from 
a healthy 73-year-old individual. At first (Figure 6A), the 
wrong date of birth was entered, falsely changing the 
subject’s age to 22 years during scanning. This made it 
seem that there was a significant thinning of the GCL, 
especially within the superior hemiretina. However, af-
ter correcting the date of birth to the actual age of 73, 
the significant thinning of the GCL nearly disappeared 
(Figure 6B). 

Lower end of normal
It is challenging to differentiate eyes with diffuse glau-
comatous damage from healthy eyes in which the mea-
surements fall within the bottom fifth percentile of the 
distribution of normative database. Thus, some indi-
viduals born with an RNFL thickness at the lower end of 
normal range may reveal abnormalities on probability 

maps. Consider, for example, the two reports provided 
in figure 7. Although one is from a scan of a healthy eye 
(A) and the other from an eye with advanced glaucoma 
(B), at first look, both reports look very similar, with an 
almost identical pattern of mostly temporal thinning on 
the RNFL probability map and the cpRNFL thickness plot. 
Even though it is based on the RNFL thickness map, it can 
often be difficult to determine which eye is healthy and 
which suffered from diffuse damage. 

In unilateral cases, it might be possible to identify glau-
comatous axonal loss based upon interocular asymmetry. 
If one assumes that both eyes had similar RNFL and GCL 
thickness at birth, a significant difference might indicate 
that the eye with thinner RNFL and/or GCL has been dam-
aged. However, this type of comparison is challenging, es-
pecially if both eyes have glaucomatous damage.

The GCL thickness map can also help in differen-
tiating such difficult cases. Although eyes with diffuse 
glaucomatous damage and healthy eyes in the lower 
end of the normal range will have thin RNFL and GCL, 
the GCL of the glaucomatous eye often has a patchy pat-
tern of loss.(14) Consider the two GCL thickness maps in 
figure 7. Both are significantly thinner compared to the 
normative data, as shown in the GCL probability maps; 
however, while the GCL thickness map in figure 7A of 
the healthy eye looks uniformly thin, the one in Figure 
7B of the glaucomatous eye seems patchy with more in-
ferior than superior thinning. While we cannot be sure 
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Figure 7. Lower end of normal. Example of the difficulty in differentiating, glaucoma from healthy eyes that fall within the lower 
fifth percentile of the normative database. The optical coherence tomography reports taken from two different individuals show 
very similar patterns on the retinal nerve fiber probability map (top right) and cpRNFL thickness plot (top left). Even though it is 
based on the retinal nerve fiber thickness map, it is hard to determine which eye is healthy and which one suffers from diffuse 
damage. However, a closer look at the ganglion cell layers thickness reveals that while the healthy eye has a rather uniform gan-
glion cell layers (A), the glaucomatous eye (B) has a patchy pattern, suggesting areas of focal damage.

that the eye with the uniformly thin GCL is healthy, we 
can be reasonably sure the one with the patchy loss of 
the GCL is not. Recently, Zemborain et al. suggested a 
metric based upon a comparison of the cpRNFL thick-
ness profile to differentiate the two groups.(50) However, 
this technique is not commercially-available. Although 
it was successful in the vast majority of cases, some glau-
comatous eyes were still missed.

COMMENTS
Without scanning artifacts or segmentation errors, opti-
cal coherence tomography reports can show artifacts due 
to normal anatomical variations and/or centering mis-
takes. We describe a simple anatomical model(14) and rules 
that need to be followed to avoid mistakenly diagnosing 
glaucoma or incorrectly assessing severity. In particular, 
the clinician should evaluate all components of an OCT 
report, as well as the topographical correlation between 
the different portions of the report.(15) 
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